European Creators’ Lab
Europe’s exclusive Training for artistic VR/AR Creators and 360° Filmmakers

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS
(PLEASE SHARE)

Immersive technologies are still evolving and changing at a breath-taking tempo, but the real
challenge for creators is to understand the new grammar of spatial and sensorial narratives.
Still at the stadium of research and discovery international artists are already providing
exciting and sparkling experiences, VR installations, VR and AR artwork, enchanting
CinematicVR films and are pushing the boundaries of interactive and non-linear storytelling.

FOR WHOM?
The European Creators' Lab is tailored for writers, directors, VR/AR developers, game
designers, programmers, 360° filmmakers, techies, creative producers, journalists, media
enthusiasts, artists and everyone with a solid professional background and a large portion of
curiosity and open-mindedness.

WHAT WILL WE DO?
We will focus on storytelling, content development and the creative challenges of immersive
worlds. The 5-day training will be packed with intensive expert sessions, keynotes and
hands-on workshops. It is a safe space to learn, explore, experiment and collaborate - in a
totally competitive-free, multidisciplinary, creative environment.
We are proud to welcome and work with some of the best creators as mentors: Lena
Fischer, Hsin-Chien Huang, Tupac Martir, Elisabeth Mayer, Fabrizio Palmas, Michel
Reilhac, Tamiko Thiel, Sara Lisa Vogl, Benjamin de Wit and more to come.

WHEN & WHERE
May, 27th – 31st, 2019 in Munich/Germany at Bavarian Film Centre
Travel dates are May 26th – June 1st, 2019

SELECTION
The participants will be selected by a jury. Criteria includes creative background, personal
motivation, experience in VR/AR and/or 360°.
For further information please visit our homepage

DATES and CONTRIBUTION FEE
Application Deadline:
March 17th
Announcement:
April 5th
Contribution Fee:
1.785 € (incl. VAT), payable until April 12th latest, if selected
Includes participation in the lab and 6 nights accommodation

SCHOLARSHIPS
We provide a small number of scholarships - following the regularities of Creative Europe
Media - for citizens with the nationality of: Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Georgia, Hungary, Iceland, Latvia, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Malta, Moldova, Montenegro,
Norway, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Serbia, Tunisia, Ukraine. The participation
for scholarships is freed from contribution for expenses., but participants need to cover their
travel expenses. The scholarships will be selected by jury’s decision. There is no legal claim
for participation with scholarship.
Please do not apply for a scholarship, if you are not eligible for it.

Application Form
Terms of condition
Contact: EUCL@filmzentrum.net

The European Creators’ Lab is organized by the Bavarian Film Center Munich,
with the support of Creative Europe – MEDIA Programme of the European
Union and The Bavarian State Ministry of Digital

